Precise determination of the topography of a major internal boundary of the Earth is difficult because of the trade-off with the unknown velocity structure above it. However, the discoveries of the inner core (IC) rotation and high-quality teleseismic waveform doublets make the precise mapping of the topography of the inner core boundary (ICB) possible. Here we examine IC refracted (PKP-DF) and reflected (PKP-CD) waves recorded at the Yellowknife Array and other global stations from 14 high-quality doublets, among a large collection of doublets in S. Sandwich Islands that are recently discovered. Our results show clear evidence for spatial and temporal variations of IC reflections in traveltimes and in waveforms. If the time separation (dT) between the two members of the doublet is less than 3 yr, the IC arrivals show little temporal change in traveltimes or waveforms. If dT is greater than about 6 yr, some doublets show large variations but some others do not. The ICB regions beneath Atlantic and Indian Oceans show little temporal change. The regions that show large variations are beneath Africa and the Central America, which coincide with large seismic anomalies at the core-mantle boundary (CMB). Inside these two ICB regions, there are fine-scale (km scale) variations. The largest temporal changes of IC reflections are about 0.10 to 0.14 s, corresponding to a topographic variation of up to about 3.7 to 5.2 km. The results suggest ICB topography of a few kilometres on fine to regional scales. The geographical coincidence of the ICB and CMB anomalies may suggest strong thermal coupling of the mantle and the core. Dynamic models include a bumpy ICB rotating with the IC itself or a transient slurry boundary containing a mixture of molten materials and solidified patches of iron crystals, which is rapidly modified by the turbulence at the base of the convecting outer core. If the former is the main cause of the observed temporal change of the topography, the IC rotation is required to be an oscillation, whose half period has an upper limit of a few hundred years.
I N T RO D U C T I O N
The Earth's inner core (IC) was formed from the freezing of the liquid outer core. The growth of the IC over geological time has provided a source of energy for the geodynamo through the release of latent heat and light elements at the inner core boundary (ICB). The electromagnetic interaction between the magnetic field generated in the outer core and the conducting IC is expected to drive the IC to rotate relative to the mantle (e.g. Glatzmaier & Roberts 1995) . Evidence for such a rotation was reported (Song & Richards 1996) , which seems robust (e.g. Creager 1997; Zhang et al. 2005; Song & Poupinet 2007) .
Seismological studies have suggested complex structures of the ICB. The existence of strong scattering from the IC suggests small-scale heterogeneity in the topmost IC (Koper et al. 2004) or at the ICB (Poupinet & Kennett 2004) . The scattering from the small-scale heterogeneity may be responsible for the attenuation of the waves passing through the IC (Cormier et al. 1998) . The topmost IC also possesses large-scale, hemispherical variation in velocity (Niu & Wen 2001; Garcia 2002) , in attenuation (Cao & Romanowicz 2004; Yu & Wen 2006) and in solification texture (Cormier 2007) . A low-velocity layer in the topmost IC was found in certain equatorial regions (Stroujkova & Cormier 2004) . At the bottom of the outer core, the velocity gradient appears anomalous (Souriau & Poupinet 1991; Song & Helmberger 1995; Zou et al. 2006 ), which appears to change with hemisphere as well (Yu et al. 2005) . Krasnoshchekov et al. (2005) reported significant variability of pre-critical PKiKP amplitudes and inferred a mosaic structure of the ICB that includes patches of a thin partially liquid layer and patches of a sharp transition. Vidale & Earle (2005) reported temporal changes in traveltime and amplitudes in the coda of IC reflection and refraction from French nuclear tests on Mururoa Island to the NORSAR array in Norway. The temporal changes were interpreted as evidence for an IC rotation that shifts the scatter in the IC or irregularities at the ICB. Wen (2006) and Cao et al. (2007) reported evidence for significant topography of the ICB. The Earth's internal boundaries are best determined using seismic waves reflected from the boundaries. To determine accurately the topography of an internal boundary faces a major challenge: the boundary location trades off with the velocity of the media above it, which is not accurately known. The detection of the ICB topography was made possible by a recent discovery of teleseismic waveform doublets (Li & Richards 2003; Zhang et al. 2005) . A waveform doublet is a pair of events at similar location with similar rupture process that produce identical waveforms at the same station. Waveform doublets are common for small magnitude events, but are considerably rare for events large enough to be observed at teleseismic distances (around magnitude 5 and above). Wen (2006) and Cao et al. (2007) took advantage of an excellent doublet recently discovered by Zhang et al. (2005) . They observed temporal variations of traveltimes or amplitudes of IC arrivals. The variations were interpreted by an IC rotation that shifts the topography of the ICB or a rapid but episodic growth of the IC.
In this study, we examine IC refracted (PKP-DF phase) and reflected (PKP-CD or PKiKP phase) waves (see Fig. 1 for an illustration of the types of waves we used in this study) from a set of high-quality waveform doublets. We found significant temporal and spatial variability of the IC arrivals. Our results suggest significant topography (a few kilometres) on regional (a few hundred kilometres) and local (of the order of 10 km) scales. We will discuss possible dynamic models for the observed topographic variations. An illustration of the seismic waves used in this study. The source is at the top. The P and PP waves are compressional waves travelling through the mantle only. The PKP core phases have four branches: AB and BC phases that turn at the middle and bottom of the outer core, respectively, CD phase that is reflected from the inner core boundary (ICB) and DF phase that traverses the IC. The CD phase is also called PKiKP. The PKP precursor is caused by scattering (stars) in the (lowermost) mantle. The SKP phase leaves the source as a S wave (grey thick dashed line), converts to a compressional wave (K wave) when it hits the core-mantle boundary (CMB) and arrives at the receiver as a P wave.
The determination of the ICB topography is important to understand the growth of the IC, the convection of the outer core and the angular momentum transfer between the core and the mantle (e.g. Buffett & Glatzmaier 2000) .
We use a total of 14 waveform doublets from the S. Sandwich Islands (SSI; Table 1 ). Most doublets are from our recent systematic search (Dai et al. 2007 ), a few were discovered earlier (Li & Richards 2003; Zhang et al. 2005) , and one pair is new. The doublets were discovered using P or PKP branches (BC and AB) that do not go into the IC. The pairs used in this study include only events after 1990, for which we have obtained digital waveform data. The quality of the doublets is high. The cross-correlation (CC) coefficient between the two events of the doublet ranges from 0.89 to 0.99 for waves travelling outside the IC (non-IC phases) over a window of about 12 s or longer (Table 1) . Many of the pairs are just as good as the doublet used by Wen (2006) and Cao et al. (2007) , namely d-10-9303, and a few appear even better.
Our analyses are divided into two parts below. One deals with the observations of the DF and CD phases at the Yellowknife Array (YKA) from 13 doublets. The other deals with the DF and CD observations at global stations from five doublets. The former provides an extremely fine scale (km-scale) variability of the ICB structure, whereas the latter provides a global view of the ICB topography. Our data are vertical component short-period channels or broadband channels that are converted to the short-period WWSN instrument response. The data at the same station are always processed following the same procedure. In our analysis and measurements, the short-period data are bandpass filtered with corner frequencies of 0.6 to 3 Hz to increase the signal-to-noise (SN) ratio.
S M A L L -S C A L E F E AT U R E S F RO M Y E L L O W K N I F E A R R AY ( Y K A )
In this section, we examine evidence for changes of ICB topography in a small area beneath northern South America (near the borders of Venezuela, Brazil and Colombia; Fig. 2 ). Our data are a set of 13 high quality SSI waveform doublets recorded at YKA (Fig. 3 , Table 1 ). The array is located near Yellowknife, the Northwest Territories, Canada. It has 19 short period stations (sensors) in the form of a cross with 2.5 km between stations, as well as four broadband stations. The aperture is 22.5 km in N-S and E-W directions, respectively. The array was designed for nuclear monitoring purpose and started operation in 1962. The waveforms at the array for the same event are very consistent. To enhance SN ratio, we stack the seismograms at different stations of the array. We follow the same procedure for either events of the doublet in the stacking. We align the seismograms using CC with a time window of 5 s that includes DF and CD arrivals. For the same pair, we use the same station as the master station for the CC and trace alignment. The distances from the earthquakes to the array range from 136.3
• to 138.9
• with the average of about 137.5
• . The predicted differential times between DF and CD phases are about 1.7 to 2.2 s.
Time-dependent inner core arrivals
From the doublet seismograms shown in Fig. 3 , we can make the following basic observations: (1) these seismograms have strong PKP precursors, preceding the IC arrivals (DF and CD phases). PKP precursor is caused by scattering from the core-mantle boundary (CMB; Cleary & Haddon 1972) or the bulk of the mantle (Hedlin et al. 1997) . It is not affected by the IC. The PKP precursors are Dai et al. (2007) . One pair is new as labelled (from the combination of the existing pairs).
quite variable from one pair to another, suggesting that they are very sensitive to small-scale lateral variation in the lowermost mantle. However, the precursors are quite similar between the two members for all pairs except t2-5-9298 and t2-11-9294, because the precursor of the 1992 event has very low SN ratio. This provides a great testimony of quality of these doublets that the locations of the two members must be very close. These precursors were not used in the original search of SSI waveform doublets (Dai et al. 2007) . (2) If the event-event time separation (dT) is less than 3 yr or so, there is little change in traveltimes or waveforms of the IC arrivals (in either DF or CD phase). (3) For dT between 5 to 8 yr, the waveforms of most pairs remain similar (including d-7-9301 with dT of 7.1 yr), but one shows large change (t2-6-9804) and some show clear but more subtle changes (d-5-9298, t2-6-9298, d-6-9905) . (4) For dT > 10 yr, all pairs show obvious changes. Some changes are bigger than the others. One quantification of the waveform similarity is to use crosscorrelation (Fig. 4) . We measurement the CC coefficients over 5 s from the start of DF arrival. The CC coefficients for non-IC phases (crosses) fluctuate slightly from pairs to pairs. The CC for the IC arrivals are good for dT < about 6 yr. At dT of 6-8 yr, some are still good but the CC of one pair (t2-6-9804) becomes poor. For dT > 10 yr, the CC values deteriorate rapidly. The doublet 9105, which has the largest dT (14 yr) of all pairs, has CC value of 0.33 (over a time window of 5 s). The value is close to that of background noise. In comparison, the CC value for the precursor of this particular pair at the same station is 0.94 over 10 s time window. The CC value of the non-IC phase used to find this doublet, that is, PKP (BC+AB) at College, AK over 12 s time window, is 0.93 (Dai et al. 2007) .
The richness of PKP precursors present in the seismograms (Fig. 3 ) provides a great reference in examining the temporal variation of the IC arrivals because they are close in time, and yet the precursors are not affected by IC structures. To explore this advantage further, we construct sliding CC plots (Fig. 5) , which show the relative time-shifts and CC coefficients between the two traces at different time segments. The sliding window width is 1.5 s and the sliding step is 0.2 s. The seismograms are interpolated to the sampling interval of 0.001 s. Before CC, the two traces of the doublet are aligned with the beginning part of the DF phase, except for the doublet d-11-9001, which is aligned with the precursor. The maximum allowable time-shift in the CC is limited to 0.2 s; thus, the time-shift would saturate at ±0.2 s.
The three examples on the left-hand side (Fig. 5a ) show relatively small time-shifts between the IC arrivals and the precursors. The first two pairs show little relative time-shift over the entire window shown (including precursor, DF and CD arrivals, and part of PKP coda). The CC is very high except part of the precursor window for d-7-9301, where the precursor amplitude is relatively weak. The doublet d-10-9303 (last panel), separated in time by 9.8 yr, also shows only small time-shifts (<0.05 s) between the IC arrivals and the precursors and between DF and CD phases. However, CC of DF or CD is not as good as that of the precursor and CC of part of the PKP coda is even worse. This doublet was used previously by Cao et al. (2007) to identify a change in the CD amplitudes. In contrast, the three examples on the right-hand side (Fig. 5b) show relatively large time-shifts between the IC arrivals and the precursors. The CC in the precursor window is very stable with very small time-shift (<0.05 s). The CC in the DF+CD and coda window is very unstable with large time-shifts and varying CC coefficients, even though the signal amplitudes are much greater than the precursors. The time-shift of the DF phase is small for either the top (d-6-9804) or the bottom pair (d-14-9105) , suggesting that the DF phase is normal and the CD phase (about 1.8 s after DF) is anomalous. However, for the middle pair (d-11-9001), both DF and CD phases appear anomalous in time and waveforms.
Any non-IC phases can be used to verify the consistency of the doublet waveforms. Secondary phases at the same station are particularly useful, as they can be used to derive relative time-shifts of the IC arrivals. Besides the PKP precursor, we have also found secondary phases with sufficient amplitudes for CC measurements. Fig. 6 shows overlays of PP and SKP phases for two doublets t2-6-9804 and d-14-9105. As discussed above (Fig. 5b) , the two doublets have large time-shifts and waveform changes in the PKP(CD) phase. The waveforms of PP and SKP phases, however, are very consistent, over a long time window. Table 2 summarizes all of our measurements of the traveltimeshift between the two events of the doublet for different phases. The time-shift is relative to the origin times of the two events as listed in Table 1 . Some of time-shifts are quite large (up to 8 s). Sources of the time-shift are as follows. (1) Errors in the event origin times will directly translate to an error in the traveltime-shift. It is not unusual that the origin time of an event in an earthquake catalogue has an error of a few seconds. (2) Clock errors. Clock may have drifted between the occurrences of the two events. The high quality of the doublets makes it easy to identify large clock errors (greater than a fraction of a second) if there are enough stations to relocate the doublets (Dai et al. 2007, and below) . (3) Slight difference in the locations of the two events. The two events for best doublets are separated less than 1 km, although for less quality ones the separation can be greater (Dai et al. 2007) . (4) Mantle heterogeneity. If the locations are not exactly the same, mantle heterogeneity can affect the traveltimes as well. (5) Measurement errors. For arrivals with good SN ratio and high waveform similarity, the measurements are very precise (better than 0.01 s). For the CD phase, the error may be considerably greater when the waveform similarity decreases. We believe (1) and (2) are the main sources and (3)- (5) are much smaller (a fraction of a second). The reasons are that the quality of these doublets are very high and that the time-shifts for different non-IC phases are very consistent (see below).
We examine the relative time-shift (ddt) between two phases of the same doublet, which is defined as follows.
where, for example, T 1(p1) is the traveltime of event 1 and phase p1, and dt(p1) = T2(p1) − T 1(p1) is the traveltime-shift of phase p1 between event 1 and event 2 of the doublet, which is measured using waveform CC. Events 1 and 2 are the earlier and later events, respectively. Thus, the ddt formulation removes completely origin time errors. It also removes possible clock errors, unless there is a clock drift in the short duration between phases p1 and p2 for either event. The ddt value also reduces the influence of the small location difference and mantle heterogeneity. If the two events (of the doublet) are 5 km apart, the ddt (CD-DF) is less than 0.01 s.
The ddt values between two non-IC phases are within about ±0.05 s for all pairs (Fig. 7) . They do not change with time separation dT. However, the relative time-shift between CD and DF has large values (−0.10 to −0.14 s) for some pairs with dT > 6 yr (t2-6-9804, d-11-9001, t2-11-9204) . A negative ddt(CD-DF) value means that the CD phase of the later event arrives earlier than that of the earlier event, relative to the DF phase. The doublet d-14-9105 has a large positive value (0.29 s) of ddt(CD-DF), which was obtained by hand measurement. The number may not be meaningful as the CD waveforms have little similarity (Fig. 5b, bottom panel) .
The observations presented above show that the IC arrivals change significantly with time. Furthermore, the temporal changes are not uniform-they vary from pairs to pairs with a similar time separation. The non-uniformity arises because of spatial variability as discussed below. In addition, triplet t2 provides a fascinating example that the temporal shift itself changes with time (Fig. 8) . The time separations of t2-5-9298 and t2-6-9804 are similar. The qualities of the two pairs are also similar as demonstrated by the similarity of the PKP(BC+AB) waveforms. In fact, the quality of latter pair is probably slightly better than that of the former. The 9804 pair is among the very best teleseismic doublets ever found. Our relocation analysis suggests a horizontal separation of 175 m and a depth difference of 15 m between the two events (Dai et al. 2007) . While the DF+CD waveforms remained similar between 1992 and 1998 (from similar waveforms of t2-5-9298), they changed rapidly between 1998 and 2004 (as indicated in t2-6-9804). Because this is a very good triplet, the sampling locations at the ICB would be identical if the boundary is not moving or changing. (Table 1) ; they are not calculated using the precursors. The CC values can be regarded as a measure of the quality of the doublets.
Sources of the anomalies
Our observations suggest that temporal variations mostly come from IC reflected (CD) phase and its coda. Two excellent examples are t2-6-9804 and d-14-9105 (Fig. 5b) . The DF phase for either pair has little change in waveforms or traveltimes whereas the CD phase shows large time-shifts and waveform changes as discussed above.
With measurements from different phases, we can construct relative time-shifts between an IC phase (DF or CD) and a non-IC phase (Fig. 9) . Although the data show considerable scatter, the ddt(CD-DF) correlates better with ddt(CD-nIC) than with ddt(DF-nIC). A notable exception is d-11-9001, for which both DF and CD phases appear anomalous as noted above (Fig. 5b) .
Spatial and temporal variations of IC arrivals
The temporal shifts of the IC arrivals discussed above change significantly with the sampling locations at the ICB (Fig. 10) ddt(CD-DF) measurements (without the signs) are divided into three groups according to dT. The pairs with large ddt values are t2-9298, d-9001, t2-9204 (negative) and d-9105 (positive)-for which the ddt measurement is uncertain as discussed above. Similarly, the waveform changes, as measured by CC coefficients, also change significantly with time and space (Fig. 11) .
We can make the following observations on the spatial and temporal variations of the IC arrivals. Note the spatial variations are very small scale features as the total area covered by the bounce points at the ICB spans only about 40 km in east-west and north-south directions. The vicinity sampled by t2 and d-14-9105 has lots of structures. The most anomalous pair of the YKA data set is d-14-9105. The pair t2-5-9298 is not very anomalous and yet t2-6-9804 and t2-11-9204 are very anomalous.
The spatial and temporal variations seem to suggest a more uniform ICB structure in 1992-1998 but a different structure with small-scale topography in 1998-2005.
A G L O B A L V I E W
In this section, we examine five excellent SSI doublets that are recorded by some other stations in the world. They are among the pairs listed in Table 1 5 . CC between the two members of the doublet with moving time windows. Examples include (a) three doublets with little or small relative time-shifts between the IC arrivals and the precursors and (b) three doublets with large relative time-shifts. In each panel (for one doublet with ID as labelled), the top is an overlay of the seismograms of the two events (grey trace for the earlier event and dark trace for the later event). The seismograms contain PKP (DF and CD arrivals; the onset of DF is marked) and preceding PKP precursors. The precursors are weak in amplitude relative to the main arrivals (PKP), but they are generally well above the noise level (see Fig. 3 for a blow up of the precursors). The two traces are aligned with the beginning part of the DF phase, except for the doublet d-11-9001, which is aligned with the precursor. The middle is the time-shift at the maximum CC value and the bottom is the maximum CC value in a sliding window (a line with CC value of 0.7 is drawn for reference).
and d-14-9105. The doublets are used above except one pair 2000-2000, for which the data quality at YKA is too poor.
Our basic observations are similar to those at YKA but they are on a much larger scale. We show clear evidence that IC arrivals change with time at these global stations, the temporal variation depends on spatial sampling and IC reflections (CD) are more anomalous than IC refractions (DF). A spectacular demonstration of the temporal variations of the IC arrivals is provided by pairs recorded at the same stations (Fig. 15) . To the same station, the pairs have similar distance and azimuth, which would sample the very similar place of the ICB if the IC were not moving. The waveforms of doublet 2000 are similar for all the three stations, but they are very different for doublets 9804, 9303 and 9105. The waveforms for doublet 9799 (at UCH) are very similar, but they have started to show some shifts. Waveform changes are particularly large for the pair with largest time separation (9105) at AAK. The changes are also large for doublet 9804 with a much smaller time separation at UCH and AML.
Time-dependent IC arrivals

Spatial and temporal variation of IC arrivals
The data shown above provide ample evidence for variations not only with time but also with sampling location. The largest changes are from the data that sample the ICB beneath Africa and northern South America and its coastal regions (Figs 13b and 14b ). On the other hand, the samples beneath Atlantic Ocean and Indian Ocean show little temporal shift or waveform distortion. The spatial variation can be easily seen in the doublet waveforms. The 9804 doublet waveforms above (Fig. 12b) show clear variations for stations sampling different azimuths. Similarly, doublets 9303 and 9105 also show large azimuthal variations (Fig. 16) Table 2 ).
Kyrghyzstan) but others do not (ALE, Canada and LSA and XAN, China). Within the anomalous African and American regions of the ICB, there is also great variability on smaller scales. Under Africa, samples to stations VOS, CHK, ZRN and OBN are normal, which are right next to anomalous samples to stations AML, AAK, UCH, ARU, and LVZ. Under America, samples to stations (FCC, FFC and EDM in Canada) , which are close to the anomalous YKA samples are normal and most samples to stations in western U.S. are also normal.
Sources of the anomalies
The YKA data suggest that the CD phase has greater temporal variability than the DF phase, as discussed above. The strong PKP precursors in the YKA data provide an excellent reference for sorting out which phase is more anomalous. However, the precursors are quite weak at most stations for the five doublets. Among the traces which show significant temporal changes (in time or waveform), we found one trace (doublet 9303 at station ARU), which has stronger precursors (Fig. 17) . The temporal shift in CD-DF times is about −0.11 s. The time-shift of the precursors between the two events, influenced by the background noise, fluctuates with the sliding CC time window. However, the time-shift of the DF phase is generally consistent with that of the precursors where the CC coefficient is high. One station that has even stronger precursors for the pair is RES. Unfortunately, the DF and CD phases show little time shift or waveform change. However, the similarity of the precursors and the consistency of the precursors with the IC arrivals provide yet another confirmation of the quality of the doublet and another vivid example of the variability of the IC arrivals between stations.
We have also tried to sort out the problem by comparing the absolute time-shifts of the DF or the CD phase with the relative time-shifts in the CD-DF times. To do this, we need sufficient measurements of non-IC phases for doublet relocation. There may be clock errors; thus, we also need sufficient measurements of the IC phases for statistics. We focus on doublet 9303, which has most measurements with largest event magnitudes amoung our doublets. Using the doublet relocation method described in Dai et al. (2007) and 19 non-IC measurements of time-shifts (including P, PcP, PP, and PKP BC and AB), we find the relocated hypocentral parameters for the 1993 event (origin time, latitude and longitude in degrees, and depth in km) are (1993/12/01 00:59:01.205, −57.41684, −25.62801, 32.430) , relative to the 2003 event, which is fixed at the location from the PDE catalogue (2003/09/06 15:46:59.920, −57.419, −25.639, 33.000) . The location difference is 0.704 km in horizontal direction and 0.570 km in depth. After relocation, the time-shifts for DF or CD are less than 0.2 s for all but a few stations, which have time-shifts of 1 to 2 s, including EDM, PGC, WALA, PNT in Canada. We believe the discrepancy can only be caused by clock errors. Ignoring these stations, we compare the relative time-shifts between DF and CD and the absolute time-shifts of DF or CD (Fig. 18) . The data are quite scattered, but it's clear that ddt (CD-DF) correlates much better with dt(CD) than with dt(DF).
C O N C L U S I O N S A N D D I S C U S S I O N S
We examine a total of 13 high-quality SSI doublets recorded at YKA and five pairs at other global stations. Our basic observations can be summarized as follows. The results show clear evidence for spatial and temporal variations of IC arrivals sampling the ICB. Most of the anomalies come from IC reflections (CD phase), although the refracted phase (DF) may be occasionally anomalous too. The changes in the CD waveforms include: traveltime-shifts and changes in wave shapes and amplitudes. If the time separation (dT) between the two members of the doublet is less than 3 yr, the IC arrivals show little temporal change in traveltimes or waveforms. If dT is greater than about 6 yr, some doublets show large variations but some others do not. show large variations are beneath Africa and the America, which coincide with large seismic anomalies at the CMB. Inside these two ICB regions, there are fine-scale (km-scale) variations. Because the ray paths of a doublet for the same phase are identical throughout the Earth's interior, the observed time-shifts of the CD phase (relative to the DF phase) can only be explained by a change of the ICB topography. The largest temporal changes of IC reflections are about 0.10-0.14 s, corresponding to a topographic variation of up to 3.7-5.2 km. The results suggest ICB topography of a few kilometres on local to regional scales. Possible interpretations for the observed topographic changes include the following three models. Models 1 and 2 were proposed by Wen (2006) and Cao et al. (2007) .
(1) Localized IC growth over a period of a few years. In this model, the growth of the IC and the energy release due to the solidification of the outer core are rapid and episodic. To maintain a geologically slow growth rate, the localized growth is required to be constructive (solidifying) for some regions in some time periods and destructive (melting) in other regions or in other time periods.
(2) IC rotation that shifts the topography of the ICB. In this model, the ICB has developed its topography, which does not change over such a short time periods (a few years). The rotation merely shifts the IC so that different parts of the ICB are sampled by the two events (of the doublet) a few years apart. (3) Transient slurry ICB. In this model, the ICB in some regions is slurry (e.g. Loper & Roberts 1981) , containing a mixture of molten materials and solidified patches of iron crystals. Driven by turbulence of the outer core convection, the newly solidified 'sediments' slosh about at the base of the outer core. This model does not require solidification and melting in short time scale-the sediments have crystallized and deposited at the ICB. They merely move about by the convecting currents.
We believe Model 1 is difficult to explain our data. The YKA observations would suggest that the solidification and melting have to be very localized (on a scale of the order of 10 km). The observations of t2, which show little change from 1992 to 1998 but large change from 1998 to 2004, would also require a sudden triggering of solidification at a very localized spot-it would require that there was no solidification during 1992 to 1998 at that locality, but a solidification of about 3.7 km thick of iron at same location from 1998 to 2004.
Our preferred interpretation is Model 2 or Model 3 or the combination of both, shown in a cartoon in Fig. 19 . Possible control of a thermally heterogeneous lowermost mantle on the flow of the liq- uid outer core has been suggested (e.g. Bloxham & Gubbins 1987; Sumita & Olson 1999) . Influenced by hotter mantle under Africa and colder mantle under America, the flow in the outer core is upwelling and downwelling, respectively, under these two regions. The temperature is more heterogeneous than the surrounding regions, resulting in heterogeneous solidification of iron and fine-scale ICB topography, whereas the surrounding regions (under Atlantic Ocean and Indian Ocean) are more homogeneous. The core sediments may move with the IC rotation (Model 2). But to explain the lack of the temporal change under Atlantic Ocean and Indian Ocean, the rotation is required to be an oscillation. The amplitude should be less than about 20
• to the east or the west. To be consistent with the average IC rotation rate of 0.13 to 0.5 deg yr −1 (Creager 1997; Laske & Masters 2003; Zhang et al. 2005) , the half period of the oscillation should be about 100-400 yr or less. A variable IC rotation has been suggested (Collier & Helffrich 2001; Lindner et al. 2007; Song & Poupinet 2007 ), but it is uncertain because of important influence of the underlying IC structure on its determination. Alternatively, the slurry core sediments move about with the turbulence at the base of the outer core (Model 3). They are confined to the anomalous region and its vicinity. In this scenario, the rotation of the IC can be decoupled with the movement of the sediments.
Most of the significant CD time-shifts (relative to DF) are negative, suggesting the later event encounters a higher topography at the ICB. This is difficult to understand. As the ICB topography changes, it can increase or decrease at a location relative to a fixed mantle reference frame. It may be a co-incidence. The question can only be addressed with more observations of anomalous arrivals.
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